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Function of the kidneys  

There are two types of nephrons 
• 1. Cortical: Glomerulus is in the cortex- away from medulla  
• 2. Juxtamedullary nephrons: Glomerulus still in cortex but next 

to medulla.  
 
Function of the kidneys 

• Overall function is to maintain composition and volume of body 
fluids! this allow cells in the body to function! to do this the 
kidneys create urine by doing the following things 

1. Regulating removal of water 
2. Regulate removal of electrolytes- Na, K, Cl- 
3. Regulating pH of extracellular fluid  
4. Removal of wastes: urea, drugs, toxic substances, metabolic 

wastes, NH4+, NH3.  
5. Ca2+ homeostasis- does this by regulating vitamin D3 
6. Erythropoiesis= making new RBCs by secreting erythropoietin  

 

• The blood comes in to the afferent arteriole.  
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• The first process that occurs is glomerulus filtration- filtration of 
the blood into the Bowman’s capsule.  

o About 20% of the plasma is filtered and this forms the 
ultrafitrate (tubular fluid).  

o This proportion of the blood that gets filtered is called the 
filtration fraction (20%).  

o In some renal diseases, the filtration fraction can increase 
or decrease.  

• Then when it is in the tube, it then undergoes modification- 
occurs via Reabsorption into blood 19% (this is a selective 
process)! 

• You also get secretion- from blood into epithelial tissue. This is 
also selective. " 

• Excretion: when it gets to the end it goes into ureter and bladder 
etc. =<1% of plasma originally filtered is secreted in urine.  

 
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION 

• This structure is called the Filtration Barrier 

 
• 3 Barriers to get past:  

1. Capillary endothelium 
• On one side you have the endothelial cells of glomerular 

capillaries= fenestrations/ holes that enable substances from 
plasma to be filtered across into Bowman’s Capsule. But blood 
cells and neg charged proteins cannot filter.  
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! These glomerular capillaries are >100 times more permeable 
than other capillaries in the body. 

2. Basal Lamina 
• The endothelial cells sit on a layer of extracellular matrix (made 

of collagen etc.) and this forms a sieve/mesh that provides 
support.  Excludes most plasma proteins.  

3. Epithelium of Bowman’s capsule 
• On the other side of the ECM are the special cells called 

Podocytes with foot processes that wrap around the capillary. 
Close apposition of the cells- you get a narrow slit between the 
podocytes called the filtration slits.   

 
Not everything can be filtered. This depends on:  

• 1. Size:  
o Small particles are filtered >70kDa not filtered.  
o Water electrolytes, glucose are all small and will freely move 

across the barrier.  
o Proteins are generally bigger and do not get filtered.  

• 2. Charge:  
o Negatively charged not filtered because ECM has negatively 

charged proteins in it and so repel neg.  
o Also because of the podocytes which have glycoproteins on 

their surface that are negatively charged.   
o For anything around 70kDa, it depends on the charge as to 

whether it will be filtered or not. E.g. Albumin- is a protein in 
our blood and is 69kDa but also negative, so it does not get 
filtered.  

 
! When filtration barrier is damaged protein can leak into the urine  
 
Glomerular filtration rate 

• The amount of filtrate formed per minute.  
• Approx 125ml/min= 180l/ day.  
• Very tightly regulated so it stays at this. GFR is quite constant, 

even if you change BP.  
What determines GFR? 
Two factors influence GFR- the filtration coefficient (1 and 2) and the 
filtration pressure.  
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1. Surface area for filtration 
• is the surface area of the glomerular capillaries 
• This surface area can be regulated by mesangial cells, which 

surround capillary and are contractile (have actin and myelin and 
can respond to increased Ca conc)! they can close off a portion 
of the capillary. Decrease SA= decreased filtration.  

2. Permeability of filtration barrier 
• Permeability is regulated by podocytes- they are contractile, they 

regulate size/ no. of filtration slits (open and close them).  
3. Filtration pressures: 

•  Starling forces- filtration is a passive process so you need some 
kind of driving force for filtration to occur. 

 

1. Hydrostatic pressure 
• ! The blood coming in the capillary has a blood pressure which 

equates to a hydrostatic pressure (Pc), this drives filtration. And 
that is around 55mmHg in glomerular capillary.  

2. Hydrostatic fluid pressure 
• " Once filtrate forms in bowmans capsule then it also has 

hydrostatic pressure which acts against filtration- called Pb and 
is about 15mmHg. So still have net filration occurring cos its 
smaller 

3. Colloid osmotic pressures 
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•  " the proteins in blood exert a osmotic pressure which act 
against filtrations- try to hold the water in the blood. In 
capillaries called pi C. 

o In Bowman’s capsule: colloid osmotic- you do get some 
proteins coming through but very small amount, in theory 
we assume 0mmHg and acts in direction of filtration- helps 
it. Called pi B. when filtration barrier breaks down in renal 
disease, then you get more water in bowmans cos it draws 
water in.  

 
• Overall = Filtration  
• Net filtration pressure= (PC-PB)- (PiC-PiB)= 10mmHg driving 

filtration! (Don’t remember the equation).  
 


